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TRANSLATION
Fair of the Antique
From Guercino to Bacon, masterpieces looking for smart collectors
FIORELLA MINERVINO
MODENA
The director Fantuzzi: “With our 188 galleries we offer a wide spectrum of purchase possibilities:
from “classic” antiques to the modernity of today, but always aiming to the best quality.”
Modenantiquaria, that has been defined “the big Antique Salon”, inaugurates today its 23rd edition
with the most appropriate symbol: the bust that Bernini sculpted for the Duca Francesco I d’Este,
which is kept at the Estense Galleries. The chairman of the Associazione Antiquari Modenesi, Pietro
Cantore, explains: “We chose that Baroque masterpiece as an icon for the collector par excellence. It
is the work that puts Modena on the map for the artistic and artisanal tradition of the Este court that
had its capital right here in ‘600-‘700.”
There is really a bit of everything in this event that has already become a reference point for
collectors, amateurs, interior designers and experts who look to enrich international collections and
museums. The chairman Paolo Fantuzzi guarantees: “Among the booths of ModenaFiere you can
count 188 galleries distributed on 20 000 square meters. These galleries are rich of extraordinary
pieces for all budgets. The offers stretches from 1300 to Modern and is even wider of the Florence
Biennale: we exhibit annually a varied market that changes in quantity and quality”.
Modenantiquaria is divided in three units: “classic” antiques with 120 galleries, the Excelsior section
that is consecrated to the ‘800 with around 20 exhibitors; finally there is Petra: 68 galleries of
exterior furniture for gardens and parks. From Petra we might recall the tree house that was sold
last year with the tree trunk included to a Finnish sauna for 140 000 euros. Fantuzzi goes on “This
sector is one of a kind and it attracts entrepreneurs that are fascinated with what is beautiful, a
wealthy and educated public who aim at restoring country houses”.
After all the offer spans from 50 euros for garden gadgets to significant prices for sculpture,
fountains and gate (“There is even a bronze reproduction of Michelangelo’s David executed by the
artisan of Pietrasanta which is 6 meters high”).
Many of the 36 thousands visitors of last year appreciated the variety in the Antique: paintings,
sculptures, drawings, jewellery, medals, silverware, furniture, that are all presented with the
guarantee of quality provided by both the Chairman of Antiquari Modenesi, Pietro Cantore, and by

the committee composed of Marco Riccomini, Andrea Bacchi and Anna Orlando. Cantore clarifies:
“The prices for the Antique and Modern sectors, start from 10 000 euros but can also reach much
higher prices with our spearheads: a Guercino of approximately 2 meters worth 850 000 euros, or a
5 million worth painting by Bacon, but we also have rare pieces such as the French cabinet coin of
the late ‘600 worth 250 000 euros. Or a painting from Elisabetta Sirani - who was an admirable
painter from Bologna in the ‘600 – can be brought home for 60 000 euros.”
In the past, Modenantiquaria sold paintings also to the Uffizi or to the Museo di Capodimonte,
Cantore follow up: “Who is buying today, after the crisis, is countertrend and is doing it for passion
or expertise, as every piece is unique and bears witness of the past. In the 90s it was a trend to buy
everything and everybody was doing it. Furthermore there was a generational change: many
collections of the 70s-80s of paintings, sculptures and furniture are back on the market and at a
good price. Those who buy today is a mart buyer as he chooses to buy ceramics from Gio Ponti,
porcelain form the ‘700 or canvases from established masters”. Alfonso Panzani, chairman of
ModenaFiere, defines it as “a consolidated event, an important partnership with Modena: the city
opens itself for the occasion and makes available all of its museums, from the Estese Gallery to
Ferrari Museum and the BPER Banca Gallery. Moreover the fair boast the double patronage of the
Associazione Antiquari d’Italia and the Federazione Mercanti d’Arte, with established international
galleries”. He goes on: “Thee galleries are here with exceptional pieces such as the Boldinis in the
Excelsior section or the “Barchetta Maserati”, the car parked in the in the garden, which was only
produced between 1991 and 92 and that is worth 5 million”. Amongst the prestigious galleries that
participate to the fair this year there are the Milanese ones Longari, Altomani & Sons,
Robertaebasta, Robilant e Voena, while from Rome we have Paolo Antonacci and from London
Callisto Fine Art, finally the Cantore from Modena. Amogst the new entries we find the Solomon
from Milan and the Romano Fine Art from Florence and London. Finally the Associazione Antiquary
presents a refined shared stand made of 11 galleries, each of them exhibiting it most precious
masterpiece.

